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StorageCraft has developed Cloud Backup for Office 365 and  
G Suite to make total protection easy with unlimited backups,  

ultra-fast recovery and an easy to use portal.

StorageCraft Cloud Backup for Office 365 and G Suite

 Automatically backup data every 8 hours 

 Includes unlimited storage

	 Super-fast	recovery	of	Office	365	objects

 Self-service online portal for easy management

Protect yourself by combining Office 365  
and G Suite with StorageCraft Cloud Backup

Available Now
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The next-generation of Cloud Backup 

For more than a decade, IT administrators have been trusting StorageCraft for their 
backup and recovery needs in traditional systems. Now, StorageCraft is taking the same 

speed and reliability to online hosted cloud-to-cloud environments to better equip our 
partners with the changing business continuity needs of customers today.

Restore in seconds
Cloud	Backup	restores	objects,	folders,	and	
users easily and quickly to ensure business 
continuity and access to critical data.

Cross application recovery
Restore from one application to another. 
For	example,	restore	G	Suite	email	to	O365,	
OneDrive to Box. 

True 'set and forget' technology
Once	an	account	is	configured,	there	is	no	
need to actively engage with Cloud Backup 
unless a restore or export is needed. 

Single sign-on for easy management
One management portal for all customer accounts: 
no need to log in and out of each account.

Secure data
Backups	are	scheduled	3	times	a	day	to	
meet	user	specifications.	This	data	is	
protected and encrypted and stored in 
Amazon	S3	regional	data	centres.	

Self-service
No need to wait, submit a ticket, call SaaS 
support,	etc.	Just	find	and	restore	the	content	
you need when you need it. 

Never lose Office 365 and G Suite data, recovery ANYTIME, ANYWHERE.   
No software to install or infrastructure to manage.

Cross application restoreRestore in seconds

Set it and forget it One-stop management

Secure data Self-service
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